We study the uniform time reversal invariant U (1) quantum spin liquid (QSL) with low energy fermionic quasi-particles for rare earth pyrochlore magnets and explore its magnetic instability employing an augmented fermionic parton mean field theory approach. Self consistent calculations stabilise an uniform U (1) QSL with both gapped and gapless parton excitations as well as fractionalised magnetically ordered phases in an experimentally relevant part of the phase diagram near the classical phase boundaries of the magnetically ordered phases. The gapped QSL has a bandstructure with a non-zero Z2 topological invariant. The fractionalised magnetic ordered phases bears signature of both QSL through fermionic excitations as well as magnetic order. Thus this provides a possible way to understand the unconventional diffuse neutron scattering in rare-earth pyrochlores such as Yb2Ti2O7, Er2Sn2O7 and Er2Pt2O7 at low/zero external magnetic fields. We calculate the dynamic spin structure factor to understand the nature of the diffuse two-particle continuum.
I. INTRODUCTION
Competition between magnetically ordered phases and quantum entangled QSLs 1-10 may be at the heart of understanding the low temperature magnetic properties of several rare-earth pyrochlore magnets, R 2 T 2 O 7 .
11 -22 In more than one of such systems, recent experiments reveal signatures of spin fluctuations characteristic to both magnetic order and possible fractionalized excitations expected in a QSL. These systems then provide a natural context to investigate the interplay of the physics of spontaneous symmetry breaking and long range quantum entanglement in correlated condensed matter. Similar competition has been recently proposed to underlie the unconventional magnetic properties of the honeycomb lattice QSL candidate-RuCl 3 .
23
The above interplay is embodied in a series of neutron scattering experiments on Yb 2 Ti 2 O 7 24-28 which has attracted a lot of recent attention. In Yb 2 Ti 2 O 7 , inelastic neutron scattering experiments reveal sharp gapped magnon excitations at high magnetic fields (∼ 5 T, such that the spins are polarized) which give way, at low fields ( 0.5 T), to low energy diffusive spin scattering around the Brillouin zone centre at an energy of ∼ 0.15 meV and extending all the way up to 1.5 meV. 24, 27 Similar effects were also reported in the THz spectroscopy experiments. 29 This is in conjunction with other experiments which indicate a splayed ferromagnetic ground state for Yb 2 Ti 2 O 7 with transition temperature ∼ 0. 2 K 26,30-35 that is drastically suppressed by application of magnetic field. 24, 32 Equally interesting is Er 2 Sn 2 O 7 where magnetic order is observed below ∼ 108 mK.
36,37
However, even below the magnetic ordering temperature, a quasi-elastic spectral weight has been observed in the neutron scattering on powder samples. 37 Similarly, recent neutron scattering studies on powdered Er 2 Pt 2 O 7 suggest magnetic order below 0.38 K with unusual excitation spectra which cannot be accounted within linear spinwave theory. 38 In a related material, Er 2 Ti 2 O 7 , a delicate interplay of quantum fluctuation is a likely reason for the interesting order-by-disorder effects 39, 40 leading to a magnetically ordered state below T = 1.1 K. 41 It has been suggested that the suppression of magnetic order in Er 2 Sn 2 O 7 and Er 2 Pt 2 O 7 , in comparison to Er 2 Ti 2 O 7 , is due to proximity to the phase boundary of competing magnetic orders. 42 Similarly, non-Kramers analogs such as Tb 2 Ti 2 O 7 and Pr 2 Zr 2 O 7 also show low temperature spin fluctuation dominated physics that poses interesting question regarding the nature of competing orders. 43 Several interesting ideas have been put forward to understand the above rich and diverse set of properties. Analysis of the Hamiltonians appropriate for these systems in the classical limit 13 reveal a rich phase diagram which places the systems such as Yb 2 Ti 2 O 7 and Er 2 Sn 2 O 7 near the boundary of two classical magnetically ordered phases. From this point of view, the low energy anomalous spin scattering, as found in the neutron experiments, originate from the competing order-parameter fluctuations near their mutual phase boundary.
13,27
An alternate viewpoint starts by positing that the quantum fluctuations can stabilise a QSL in a regime where candidate magnetically ordered phases are energetically fragile due to competing interactions and the experimental observations for these materials should be understood in the lights of the competition between magnetically ordered phases and QSLs. The central question then pertains to the relevant candidate QSLs for these materials. This idea has been explored 25, 44, 45 starting with a U(1) QSL with gapped bosonic electric and magnetic charges and gapless emergent photon (the so called quantum spin ice 80 ) and more recently starting from a U(1) QSL (the so called monopole flux state 46 ) or a uniform Z 2 QSL, both with fractionalised fermionic quasiparticles. The U(1) monopole flux state also has a gap-less photon whereas the uniform Z 2 has a gapped flux loop excitation.
11 These fractionalised quasiparticles naturally give rise to diffusive spin-structure factor through two-(quasi) particle continuum that contributes to the spin-spin correlations [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] with possible information of the statistics of the low energy quasi-particles. 53 In this paper, we explore the feasibility of stabilizing the time reversal invariant uniform U (1) QSL in Hamiltonians applicable to rare-earth pyrochlores and examine their competition with possible magnetically ordered phases. Indeed such a QSL was proposed in context of rare-earth pyrochlores in Ref. 12 . Here, we explore the relevance of this uniform U(1) QSL with fermionic partons to the materials with particular emphasis on their instability to magnetically ordered phases. This, then provides an alternate starting point to understand the unconventional low energy magnetic fluctuations in several of these magnets.
Due to the underlying long range quantum entanglement, the QSLs, in presence of symmetries, allows symmetry fractionalisation and long range interactions among emergent fermionic/bosonic (in three spatial dimensions) quasiparticles with fractionalised quantum numbers mediated by emergent SU (2), U (1) or Z 2 gauge fields. 2, 5 Thus the low energy field theory of QSLs naturally takes the form of gauge theories coupled to gapped/gapless dynamic fermionic/bosonic matter fields and the QSLs represent the deconfined phase of such gauge theories. For the uniform U (1) QSL under consideration, the low energy theory is described by fermionic quasiparticles (partons) coupled to a dynamic emergent U (1) gauge theory. Starting from such a QSL with fermionic quasiparticles, conventional magnetic order can be obtained generically in a two-step process -(1) confinement of the fermionic partons to spin carrying gauge neutral spins, and (2) condensation of the spins. This immediately suggests the possibility of existence of an unconventional magnetically ordered phase where the partons are not confined.
54
A well known approach to capture basic features of a class of QSL including the nature of the low energy quasiparticles, their symmetry transformation, as well as the nature of the emergent low energy gauge fluctuations are the parton mean-field theories 5, [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] where the spins are written in terms of bosonic or fermionic bilinears (see Eqs. 3 and 4). These bosonic/fermionic partons then transform under the projective representation of the symmetries leading to the projective symmetry group (PSG) based classification of QSLs realisable within the parton mean-field theories. 2, 5, 56 The competition between the magnetically ordered phases and the QSLs can then be examined starting with the Curie-Weiss mean-field theories for the magnetic order and augmenting them with parton mean-fields. Self-consistent treatment of such generalised mean-field theories can then not only capture the magnetic phases and the QSLs, albeit at the meanfield level, but also allows for phases with co-existing magnetic and fractionalised excitations of the quantum ordered QSL.
Our starting point is similar to that of Ref. 11 which however starts from a different QSL-the monopole flux state or an uniform Z 2 QSL and is also different from the gauge mean-field theory approaches with bosonic partons for Ref. 44 . Our results from the self consistent meanfield calculations with a fermionic U (1) QSL ansatz with time reversal symmetry shows phases with both gapped and gapless parton band structures at different parts of the experimentally relevant phase diagram (Fig. 2) . In the gapped region, the parton band structure is characterized by a non-zero Z 2 topological invariant and thus it realises a fractionalised topological insulator 64 of the partons or the so called (E f T M f ) θ phase of Ref. 12 . Thus such a phase can support robust gapless surface states in addition to the gapped bulk fermion and gapless bulk photons as well as a gapped Dyon. We generically find that the QSL is unstable to small external magnetic fields.
Our mean field studies of the competition between the QSL and the q = 0 magnetic ordered phases reveal a rich phase diagram (Figs. 8 and 10) which supports fractionalized magnetically ordered phases (see Fig 9) in addition to the pure QSL phases and conventional magnetically ordered phases. The fractionalized magnetically ordered phases are interesting from the point of view of the experiments on rare-earth magnets. The calculated dynamic structure factors show broad and diffused continuum (see fig. 4 for example) resembling the low magnetic field neutron scattering in the experiments which gives way to sharper structures at higher magnetic fields once the QSL is destroyed. Our results then indicate an alternate starting point to understand the properties of rare-earth pyrochlore magnets such as Yb 2 Ti 2 O 7 and Er 2 Sn 2 O 7 .
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. We start in Sec. II with a description of the physics of rare-earth pyrochlores and introduce the minimal spin Hamiltonian consistent with the symmetries of various phases of rareearth pyrochlore magnets. For completeness, we briefly discuss the existing literature on the possible candidate QSLs as well as classical magnetically ordered phases. In section III we introduce the uniform U (1) QSL and discuss the parton mean-field description of such a state by introducing the appropriate bilinear channels for partons. We provide the self-consistent mean field calculations in an experimentally relevant regime for the ma- Fig. 2 . Within the mean-field theory we calculate the dynamic spin structure factor measured in inelastic neutron scattering experiments. In Sec. IV we focus on the magnetic instability of the uniform U (1) QSL to the q = 0 magnetic orders that have been obtained in the classical limit. For which the corresponding phase diagram is plotted in fig. 8 and 10 . We discuss the relevance of our calculations to the candidate materials such as Yb 2 Ti 2 O 7 and Er 2 Sn 2 O 7 in Sec. V. We summarise our conclusions in Sec. VI. The details of different calculations are given in various appendices.
II. THE SPIN HAMILTONIANS FOR RARE-EARTH PYROCHLORES
Several rare-earth pyrochlore magnets with chemical composition R 2 T 2 O 7 (R = rare earth, T = transition metal) are now known. 43, 65 Magnetism arises due to the spin-orbit coupled J = L + S magnetic moments on the rare-earth, R 3+ , sites that form a network of cornersharing tetrahedra, i.e. the pyrochlore lattice, as shown in fig. 1 . These J moments are further split by local crystal field giving rise to effective doublets, i.e., spin-1/2 pseudospins which then interact among themselves in a highly anisotropic manner consistent with the symmetries of the pyrochlore lattice 24, [65] [66] [67] [68] (see Appendix A for details). For the rest of the work we shall concern ourselves with the pseudospins being Krammers doublets (as is the case for Yb 
where ij indicates summation over nearest neighbour pairs of spin-1/2s (from hereon throughout the rest of the paper, we shall refer pseudospins as spins), s µ i (µ = x, y, z), on the sites of the pyrochlore lattice. J µν ij (= J νµ ji ) represents a 3×3 matrix for a given bond ij that represents the coupling strengths 13, 25, 67 the form of which is given in Appendix A. On a given bond the coupling constant matrices have four independent symmetry allowed parameters 69 denoted by J 1 , J 2 , J 3 and J 4 (see Appendix A 4). Given the structure of J µν ij on any one bond, it is completely determined by symmetries on all the other bonds.
Due to the interplay of the strong spin-orbit coupling and the fact that the local symmetry axis for the D3d crystal field is different at the different sublattices, the spins have a natural axis of quantization -the local [111] direction of the site of the pyrochlore lattice. With the spins defined along the local quantization direction (see Appendix A), the Hamiltonian in eqn. 1 can be rewritten as, 25, 68 
with ζ ij being given by eqn. A12 with γ ij = −ζ * ij and S α i
denotes the spin components defined in the local quantisation basis. The relation between the coupling constants in the global and the local descriptions 25 are given in eqn. A13. We shall alternatively use the local and global basis to make connections with existing literature as well as explain our results.
An experimentally relevant classification of rare-earth pyrochlore magnets is based on the relevance of the terms in the Hamiltonian in the local axis given by Eqn. 2. For materials such as R= Ho, Dy, 43, 70, 71 the noncommuting "quantum" terms other than J zz are negligible giving rise to the fascinating physics of classical spin-ice (however in such compounds long range dipolar interactions are prominently present) with emergent magnetic monopoles. [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] Perturbations about this classical Ising limit by terms such as J ± lead to the physics of quantum spin-ice which is a three dimensional U(1) QSL whose low spectrum consists, in addition to a gapped bosonic monopole and gapless photon, a gapped bosonic electric charge. 80 All these emergent excitations, particularly the low energy emergent photon, are highly nonlocal collective modes in terms of the underlying spins. A combination of field theoretic and numerical analysis presently yields quite convincing evidence for the existence of such an U(1) QSL in the vicinity of the classical spin-ice 44, 45, [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] 25, 44, 45 to study the the quantum spin ice as well as its competition with magnetically ordered phases in an extended parameter regime. These calculations reveal a rich phase diagram that includes, apart from extended regimes of quantum spin ice and conventional magnetically ordered phases, a Coulomb ferromagnet which can support both magnetic order as well as fractionalised excitations. In a very different, but interesting, parameter regime, the nearest neighbour spin-1/2 isotropic Heisenberg antiferromagnet on the pyrochlore lattice is also expected to have a QSL ground state due to the high level of frustration.
46,90
While presently we do not know for certain the exact nature of the QSL, fermionic parton mean field theory and variational Monte-Carlo calculations favour a U(1) QSL with monopole flux.
46 However, the rare-earth pyrochlores are described by anisotropic spin Hamiltonians and it is not clear that the monopole flux state is also the natural QSL candidate (see Ref. 11 for results starting with the monopole flux state for rare earth pyrochlores).
In parallel, efforts to understand the classical phase diagram for the above Hamiltonian have revealed an intricate competition among different magnetically ordered phases. These studies have mostly used the global basis (eqn. 1) and in particular the J 3 = −1 and J 4 = 0 hyperplane, relevant to Yb 2 Ti 2 O 7 , Er 2 Ti 2 O 7 and Er 2 Sn 2 O 7 have been thoroughly investigated 13 in search of magnetic orders with lattice translation symmetry-i.e. q = 0 magnetic orders. These magnetic orders, thus break lattice point group symmetries (i.e., symmetries of a single tetrahedron) along with time reversal. As reviewed in section IV, in this hyperplane the relevant q = 0 magnetically ordered phases are-(1) a non-collinear ferromagnetic (splayed ferromagnet) phase with net magnetization along [001] direction and spin canting away from this axis in a staggered manner, (2) antiferromagnetic phases transforming under a doublet E, representation of tetrahedral group (T d ) (non-coplanar atiferromagnetic phase Ψ 2 , and coplanar antiferromagnetic phase Ψ 3 ), and (3) the Palmer-Chalker phase 91 , a coplanar antiferromagnetic phase with spins lying in [001] plane which transforms under a triplet (T 2 ) representation of T d . The dotted lines in the Fig. 10 show the boundaries between the magnetic phases on the J 1 − J 2 hyper-plane (with J 3 = −1 and J 4 = 0). These studies place compounds such as Yb 2 Ti 2 O 7 near the phase boundary of the splay ferromagnet and the antiferromagnetic phase while Er 2 Ti 2 O 7 and Er 2 Sn 2 O 7 near the boundary of the antiferromagnetic and Palmer Chalker phase (see Fig.  10 ).
Given the current experimental observations, particularly the neutron scattering results, it is interesting to ask if the origin of the diffuse spin scattering stems from the proximity to a QSL and if so, what type of QSL can be realized in these materials ? The fact that in many of these compounds the transverse exchanges are sizable (in fact in some cases larger than J zz ) and yet they are far from the isotropic Heisenberg limit, opens a room for trying to understand the experimental results starting from a QSL different from quantum spin-ice and investigate for magnetic instability to ascertain their relevance to capture the general phenomenology of this class of rare earth pyrochlore magnets. For example, recent neutron scattering experiments on Yb 2 Ti 2 O 7 24 shows a sizable spectral weight at very low energies near the Γ-point of the Brillouin zone at low external magnetic fields. Within the present understanding, natural QSL candidates that can account for such low energy spectral weight in the dynamic spin structure factor consists gapless fermionic quasi-particles. There are many QSLs that can be classified partially within the projective symmetry group based classifications. 2, 24 Here, however, we shall consider the simplest of such QSLs within the fermionic parton meanfield theory, the uniform U(1) QSL and understand its features as well as its instability to the magnetic ordered phases found in the classical limit within a parton mean field theory. We will restrict ourselves to the J 3 = −1 and J 4 = 0 plane of the phase diagram. The results are summarised in Figs. 2 and 10.
III. UNIFORM U(1) QSL WITH FERMIONIC PARTONS ON PYROCHLORE LATTICE
The possibility of more than one U (1) QSLs on a pyrochlore lattice with low energy fermionic partons have been investigated previously within parton mean field theories. 11, 46, 64, 92, 93 The variational Monte-Carlo calculations on the spin-rotation symmetric nearest neighbour Heisenberg antiferromagnet find the so called monopole flux state to be of minimum energy among a handful of fermionic parton ansatz. 93 This result has been extended to the above Hamiltonian (eqn. 1) very recently in Ref.
11 (which also examined the uniform Z 2 QSL). However, the present experimental phenomenology begs for further understanding of the candidate QSLs for this family of materials. Here, we shall start with the simplest U (1) QSL 12 with fermionic partons on the pyrochlore lattice as the alternate starting point to examine the competition between this QSL and various magnetic orders. To this end, we start by understanding the properties of the uniform U(1) QSL with fermionic partons.
A. The fermionic parton mean field theory
The parton mean-field theory provides a systematic starting point to develop the low energy effective theories for QSL. To this end we define fermionic parton annihilation operators in the local and global basis by {f i↑ , f i↓ } and {F i↑ , F i↓ } respectively. The fermionic partons in the global and local basis are related by f iσ = V i;σσ F iσ (see Appendix B). The corresponding spin operators, bilin-ears of the fermions, are given by
and
where σ a (a = x, y, z) are Pauli matrices and α, β =↑ , ↓. For a faithful representation of the Hilbert space the spinon operators satisfy the constraint
per site.
The bilinear spin-spin interaction terms in the spin Hamiltonian (eqn. (2)) becomes quartic in terms of the parton operators. In order to perform a parton meanfield analysis these quartic parton terms are decoupled into various channels which are quadratic in terms of the partons. Due to the lack of spin rotation symmetry, we need to consider both the singlet and triplet hopping (particle-hole) and pairing (particle-particle) channels, given by 50,64,94
The above parton parametrization of the spins is gauge redundant with a SU (2) gauge group 94 which is generally broken down to Z 2 when all the above mean-field decoupling channels are present.
5,55-63 However we are interested in U (1) mean field ansatz where all the particleparticle channels are set to zero whence the resultant gauge-group is U (1) where the gauge transformation on the local basis (say) are defined by
where θ i ∈ (0, 2π]. Clearly the spin operators in eqn. 3 are gauge invariant. Thus the partons carry electric charge of the emergent U(1) gauge field that gains dynamics on interacting out the high energy parton modes. However, in our mean-field treatment we shall ignore the dynamics of the gauge field and their coupling to low energy partons. Keeping only the particle-hole channels, the Hamiltonian in the local basis can then be derived from eqn. (2), in terms of the singlet and triplet hopping terms (χ ij , E x ij , E y ij , E z ij ) and is given by
where
Similar expressions can be derived for the decoupling in the global basis starting with eqn. 1. From this, the mean-field Hamiltonian is obtained by keeping the following mean-field variables.
B. Symmetry considerations
Under the above gauge transformation (eqn. 7), the mean field variables transform as
Thus they are not gauge invariant. Indeed, on integrating out high energy partons, the gauge field becomes dynamical and gives rise to two (for different polarisation) gapless photon modes. These are nothing but phase fluctuations ofχ ij andĒ a ij . However, since the partons carry electric charge of the gauge field, they transform under projective representation under various symmetries of the system-i.e. lattice symmetries and time reversal 2, 5, 56 such that all symmetry transformations must be augmented by possible gauge transformation. Indeed different projective representation of the symmetries can lead to different types of QSLs. The uniform U (1) QSL is the simplest of them where all the gauge transformations are trivial, or in other words all the symmetries are present manifestly. This is then a different QSL from both the monopole flux U (1) QSL and the uniform Z 2 QSL and provides an alternate starting point to understand the physics of the rare earth pyrochlore magnets. This highly constrains the structure of the parton mean field theory as we discuss below.
Pyrochlore lattice is a network of corner sharing tetrahedra each of which form a four site unit cell arranged on an underlying face centered cubic Bravais lattice (see fig.  1 and appendix A). The point group is an octahedral group, O h ≡ T d × I. Here T d is the tetrahedral group and I is the group of inversion. 95 (See Appendix C for details). In addition to the lattice symmetries, the system also has time reversal invariance in absence of the external magnetic field. As mentioned before, the spins, being Kramers doublet are odd under time reversal.
For manifestly time reversal invariance, we must havē
Further, lattice symmetry relations imply (see Appendix C) that there are only two independent parameters, namely E x and E z , in local coordinates. This is exactly same as the statement that in presence of SOC, the tight-binding model for electrons on the pyrochlore lattice contains two independent hopping parameters.
96,97

C. The Mean field Hamiltonian
The mean field Hamiltonian, expressed in terms of the independent mean field parameters in the local basis is given in eqn. (13) , where
where N is the total number of sites in the pyrochlore lattice, a, b ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4 denote the sub-lattice indices as shown in fig. 1 and σ 1 , σ 2 ∈ {↑, ↓} denote the spin indices. The forms of H ab σ1σ2 are given in Appendix D 1. The mean-field ground-state is obtained by filling in the single particle energies for a parton band-structure where the mean-field parametersĒ x andĒ z (in local basis, say) are determined self-consistently with the constraint of one parton per site (eqn. (5)) implemented on average using a chemical potential, µ, which is also determined self-consistently. This is done by minimising the mean-field energy per site E M F as given in eqn. (14) in the local basis, the µ is determined at each step of the minimization by solving eqn. (15) .
In eqn. (14) 
Further details of the minimisation procedure is given in Appendix D 2. The values of the independent mean field parameters in the local basis and corresponding mean field energy per site is given in TABLE I for some representative points in the phase diagram.
D. The uniform U(1) QSL
The above calculations, depending on the parameter regime yields two types of uniform U(1) QSLs -gapped and gapless in most part of the (J 3 = −1, J 4 = 0) hyperplane except for a part of the quadrant where J 1 < 0 and J 2 > 0. The phase diagram is given in fig. 2 . The representative parton band structures are plotted in fig. 3 . Due to the inversion symmetry being explicitly present, the bands are doubly degenerate with the right degeneracies at the different high symmetry points 97 in both the gapped and the gapless regimes. At the mean field level, the lower half of the states are filled. The gapless band structures are characterised by small band-touching or more generally Fermi pockets that will have important consequence for the spin structure factor (see below). Due to the presence of the triplet decoupling channels, bond nematic (since the real space and spin space are coupled here it is a spin-orbital bond nematic) order is present.
64,94 Indeed, we find that uniaxial nematic order parameter is non-zero. However the director of the nematic is perpendicular to every bond and hence does not break any symmetry of the system. Fluctuations of the director are gapped and are related to the amplitude fluctuations of the triplet decoupling channels. However the phase fluctuations of the triplet channels are related to two gapless emergent U(1) photon modes.
Fractionalised topological insulator 64 : For the gapped phase, the fermionic parton band structure is characterised by a non-zero Z 2 topological invariant. In fact, in (14) with respect to the two independent parameters E z , E x (listed in Table I for some sample points). The yellow (black) region corresponds to the QSL with gapped (gapless) parton excitations arising from complete (partial) filling of the parton bands. In the gapped phase the partons form a strong topological band insulator with Z2 indices given by [1; 000]. The points marked as a, b, c, d represents points for which the patron band structure is plotted in fig.  3 . In the top left corner the white region marks region of no stable(conditions of stability is given in Appendix D 2) solution for uniform U (1) QSL ansatz in the singlet and triplet hopping channels.
this regime, the partons form a strong topological band insulator 98 like its electron counterpart. 96, 97 This phase is exactly the fractionalised topological insulator found in Ref. 64 or the (E f T M f ) θ phase discussed in the same context in Ref. 12 . However, compared to Ref. 64 , in the present case, since there is no spontaneously broken spin rotation symmetry, there are no gapless Goldstone modes. However there are two gapless photon modes in the bulk in addition to the gapless surface states of the partons protected by the Z 2 invariant. Since the emergent gauge theory is compact, it allows a gapped monopole excitation. However the monopole gains 1/2 electric charge due to the Witten effect 99 arising from the topological band-structure of the partons. Neutron scattering probes the spin correlations in the system through the dynamic spin structure factor as Where the dynamic spin structure factor is given by fig. 3 ) is given in fig. 4 . In a QSL, the dynamic spin structure factor probes the two-particle parton continuum as opposed to the sharp magnon excitation in a conventional magnetic ordered phase. Thus in a QSL, the dynamic spin structure factor is expected to be broad and diffused which is indeed one of the major motivations to understand the existing neutron scattering experiments of compounds such as Yb 2 Ti 2 O 7 and Er 2 Sn 2 O 7 starting from a QSL. The structure factors shown in eqn. 4 generically shows such broad and diffused scattering characteristic to the two-particle continuum. In case of parameter regimes where the parton band structure has a gap (3 (b) and (c)) the corresponding continuum in structure factor (4 (b) and (c)) has a finite lower threshold of the order of 2∆ min , where ∆ min is the minimum band gap for the partons. In case of gapless band structure (3 (a) and (d)) the lower threshold goes down all the way to ω = 0 (4(a) and (d)). However if the gapless regions represent points or small pockets, the spectral weight associated with them is small (e.g., fig. 4(a) ). In this situation the the spectral weights from such a gapless QSL becomes practically indistinguishable from that of the QSL with a small gap.
F. Effect of an external magnetic field on the uniform U(1) QSL phase
We now turn to the effect of an external magnetic field on the uniform U(1) QSL. The magnetic field couples to the system through the usual Zeeman term
where we have used the local basis and g αβ is the anisotropic g-factor given by eqn. (C2). The spin is then written in terms of the fermionic partons using eqn. (3) and self-consistent mean field solutions are obtained as before by adding the above Zeeman term to eqn. (8) . In this calculations we have chosen the magnetic field to be in the [001] direction. Fig. 5 shows the evolution of self consistently determined independent QSL mean field parameters with an external magnetic field h Z , for the four representative points in the phase diagram ( fig. 2) . With the increasing field, the uniform U(1) QSL phase gradually destroyed. We find that the QSL phase is completely destroyed with a small relatively magnetic field cos(t)
cos(t)(s 
, while c is close to 1. Simultaneously the magnetisation develops (not shown). For the partons the decrease in the QSL parameters is reflected in the reduction of their band width of individual bands as seen in fig. 6 . This directly translates into the narrowing of the region of finite intensity of the dynamic structure-factor as shown in fig. 7 and gradual disappearance of the diffuse two-particle continuum. However, since our current calculation does not keep into account of the magnon excitations in a finite magnetically polarized state, the resultant sharp excitation forms a flat structure of intensity that is particularly prominent in fig. 7 (b) and is reminiscent of sharp magnon modes at high magnetic fields in Yb 2 Ti 2 O 7 .
This completes our discussion of the uniform U(1) QSL phase with fermionic partons and we now turn to investigate their magnetic instability.
IV. COMPETITION BETWEEN THE UNIFORM U(1) QSL AND MAGNETIC ORDERED PHASES
To understand the nature of the magnetic instability of the above QSL, we shall now add the magnetic ordering channels in addition to the QSL channels (eq. 10). Unlike the QSL, however, the magnetic channels are gauge invariant and finite expectation values for these channels leads to spontaneous broken symmetry. In particular S = 0 breaks time reversal as well as lattice symmetries. We shall focus on the q = 0 magnetic ground states obtained in the classical limit of the the Hamiltonian in Eq. 1 that have been found to be competitive in the regime of interest. 13 For the q = 0 phases, the classical order parameters that appear are the ones which transform as various irreducible representations of the symmetry group T d . In particular, for the above Hamiltonian on a tetrahedron, the magnetic order parameters that contribute are a singlet m A2 , three triplet order parameters m T2 , m T 1A , m T 1B , and a doublet m E transforming under A 2 , T 2 , T 1 , T 1 , and E irreducible representations of T d respectively. 13 The detailed expressions of the m's in terms of the spins are given in Ref. 13 while we list the relevant ones in Table II . The Hamiltonian (eqn. (1)) can be exactly represented in terms of these order parameters channels as:
In eqn. (19) , the sum is over the tetrahedron and a A2 , a E , a T2 , a T 1A , a T 1B are coupling constants which are given by linear combinations of J α (Table V in Appendix A 5). The classical phase diagram for the above Hamiltonian(eqn. (19) ) is worked out in detail in Ref. 13 . Below we give a brief overview of these phases for completeness. Given the positive quadratic forms, the boundaries of the classical phases can be estimated by comparing the coefficients of eqn. (19) .
In the parameter regime of relevance that we consider, a E , a T2 and a T 1A have the minimum values, so we only consider the corresponding order parameters m E , m T2 , m T 1A . Without loss of generality, we choose the directions of mean field order parameters to bē
andm
and solve for the ground state of eqn. eqn. (19) . Here m (α)
X refers to the α th component of m X (Table II) . The phase boundaries between these classical magnetically ordered phases are shown by dashed lines in fig.  10 . In the region between a T 1A = a T2 and a T 1A = a E , where J 1 , J 2 (< 0), a ferromagnetic phase characterised bym T 1A = 0 is stabilized. The ground state is in fact a non-colinear ferromagnet (splayed ferromagnet (SF)) where the spin configurations in a tetrahedron are given
}, t being the canting angle between spins and the [100] axis in the ferromagnetic ground state 13 . The region between the a E = a T2 and a T 1A = a E , with antiferromagnetic XY interactions J 1 > 0; the ground state, characterised bym E = 0, belongs to a one-dimensional manifold of states which transforms under the E irreducible representation of the T d group. These states are charecterised as classical spins lying in the XY plane normal to the local [111] axis on each site, with spin configurations S a ≡ {(±
)}. It is understood 13 that for the parametric regime near the ferromagnetic phase boundary a T 1A = a E , fluctuations select a coplanar antiferromagnetic phase described as
, m = 0, 1, ..., 5. However in other regions fluctuations favor a non-coplanar antiferromagnetic phase described as θ E = (n)π 3 , m = 0, 1, ..., 5. For the m E phase (also referred to as Ψ 3 phase), we choose θ E = π/6 in our analysis.
Finally, the region between the a E = a T2 and a T 1A = a T2 , the ground state is characterized bym T2 (the Palmer-Chalker phase, P C), as a helical spin configuration in a common [100] plane and the spin configuration reads as S a ≡ {(±
A. Magnetic instability to the QSL With these magnetic order we now try to understand the instability of the uniform U(1) QSL to one these phases within a parton mean-field theory augmented with the magnetic channels as
where H M F is the pure U(1) parton mean-field Hamiltonian (eqn. 13) and H mag M F T is the Curie-Weiss mean field Hamiltonian for the magnetic order under consideration where the spin operators are replaced by the parton operators using eqn. 3. To understand the competition and coexistence of magnetic phases and QSL phase, we take the total mean field Hamiltonian including both types of mean field channels. Due to the difference of renormalisation 11 of the QSL mean field channels and the magnetic moments the relative weightage between the QSL decoupling and magnetic decoupling is in general not equal and is parametrised by α in eqn. 23 . Being a renormalisation effect, the value of α cannot be determined within the mean field theory and hence similar to Ref. 11 and 100, we shall take it as a variational parameter to sketch out the possible interplay between the QSL and the magnetic order. For example, if we take the QSL and magnetic Hamiltonians with equal weight, the classical magnetic phases always win. On decreasing α from 1, the QSL becomes competitive and in the rest of this work we shall present results for α = 1/4. The resultant phase diagram is shown in figs. 8 and 10 which gives an indication for the competition between the magnetic orders and the QSL while the quantitative details of the phase diagram needs to be worked out with more sophisticated numerical techniques. In the rest of this section we provide details of the obtained phase diagram and also discuss its possible implications to the physics of rare-earth pyrochlores.
The total mean-field HamiltonianH M F is now given by:
whereH now has the magnetic terms on the diagonal blocks. The elements of the diagonal magnetic blocks are given in the Appendix D 1.
The mean-field ground-state of this augmented Hamiltonian of combined parton mean field channels and magnetic channels (eqn. (24)) is obtained like before (see sub-section III C) by filling in the single particle energies for the band-structure where the mean-field parametersĒ x ,Ē z ,m E ,m T 1A andm T2 (in local basis, say) are determined self-consistently with the constraint of one parton per site implemented on average using a chemical potential µ, which is also calculated self-consistently. This is done by minimising the mean-field energy per siteẼ M F as given by eqn. (25) in the local basis, the µ is determined at each step of the minimization by solving eqn. (26) (25) with respect toĒ x ,Ē z ,mE,mT 1A andmT 2 . The data points shown in blue has a magnetically ordered phase with non-collinear ferromagnetic order(splayed ferromagnet, SF ) characterized by order parametermT 1A as described in section IV; the green data points represent a magnetically ordered phase with Palmer-Chalker order charecterised by order parametermT 2 and the region shown in red is a planar antiferromagnet phase(E) charecterised by the order parametermE. The regions of the phase diagram where the U(1) QSL order parameters (Ē x ,Ē z )are non-zero, is marked with shades of yellow with intensity proportional to max(|Ēz|, |Ēx|) , and the data is extrapolated for a continuous plot for these regions. The phase diagram obtained from our calculation shows regions of pure U(1) QSL phase and regions of coexisting magnetic order and U(1) QSL phase. For all points J3 = −1.0; J4 = 0.0 (and α = 0.25). The parameters along the two cuts A and B are given in fig. 9 . 
whereΛ i s are the eigenvalues ofH ab σ1σ2 , rest of the notations are same as is eqn. (14) and eqn. (15) . The parametric values of the independent mean field parameters in the local basis and corresponding mean field energy per site is given in TABLE III for some representative points in the phase diagram.
The above self consistent parton mean field calculations, augmented with magnetic channels gives rise to a very rich phase diagram. The different non zero QSL and magnetic order parameters are shown in fig. 8 while the dependence of various mean field parameters along the two cuts of fig. 8 are shown in fig. 9 . The expectation that the QSL becomes competitive near the boundaries of the magnetic phases is indeed realised. In addition, the planar antiferromagnet and the Palmer-Chalker magnetic orders can coexist with the QSL as seen both from fig. 8 and 9 . Such magnetically ordered states which allows fractionalisation are indeed attractive candidates for rare-earth pyrochlores where experiments seem to find signatures of both. We however note that in our calculations, no co-existing region between the QSL and the ferromagnetic phase was observed. We shall return to this point when we discuss the relevance of our calculations to candidate materials. The interpolation of the data points produce the phase diagram shown in fig. 10 where we have pointed out the different phases. Clearly the proximity of the QSL to the classical phase boundaries bears out our expectation about significant quantum fluctuations leading to long range entangled phases in regions where classical orders are fragile. In the figure we have also plotted the projection of the position of the interesting materials on this hyper-plane based on experimental estimates of the magnetic exchange couplings (see Table IV ). These are Yb 2 Ti 2 O 7 , Er 2 Ti 2 O 7 , Er 2 Sn 2 O 7 and Er 2 Pt 2 O 7 . We now turn to the discussion of the relevance of our results to these materials.
B. Structure factor
For calculating the structure factor in presence of the magnetic orders, we exclusively focus on the regions where the magnetic orders coexist with the QSL as these are the more non-trivial cases as far as the present calculations are concerned. The three representative parton band-structures are shown in fig. 11 . The band are no longer doubly degenerate as time reversal symmetry is broken in presence of the magnetic order. In the first two cases the partons are gapped while in the third case it is gapless. The corresponding structure factors are shown in fig. 12 . The diffuse continuum is quite prominent in all the cases. Neutron scattering in these states therefore will see quasi-elastic continuum in addition to the magnetic Bragg peaks. Due to the decrease in the magnitude of the QSL parameters in this regime, the band-width of the parton bands decreases which results in squeezing of region of non-zero intensity of the dynamic structure factor. fig. 10 , which has coexisting magnetic order and U(1) QSL phase. The two-fold degeneracy of the bands are lifted due the broken TR invariance by the magnetic order. The independent mean field parameters are obtained by minimizingẼMF in eqn. (25) and by setting the chemical potential self consistently satisfying the constraint in eqn. (26), the parameters are listed in Table. III. The dotted line in each figures denotes the chemical potential. Fig. 11(a) shows Fermi and hole pockets and predicts gapless excitations. 
C. Effect of the magnetic field
Finally we turn to the effect of an external magnetic field on the competition between the magnetically ordered phases and the QSL. The Zeeman coupling is given by eqn. 18 with the magnetic field being in the [001] direction. We consider the evolution of the QSL phases under this magnetic field and this is shown in fig. 13 The decreasing regime of the QSL shows its instability to the polarised state which wins over at high magnetic field.
The change in the parton band structure in at representative coexisting (QSL and magnetic order) point is shown in fig. 14 and the corresponding changes in the structure factor is shown in fig. 15 . Clearly, the QSL parameters decreases in magnitude as the magnetic field is increased which leads to the development of magnetic polarization. This is reflected in both the parton band structure as well as the structure factor.
V. RELEVANCE TO MATERIALS
In regards to the relevance of our results to materials, we shall primarily focus on Yb 2 Ti 2 O 7 and Er 2 Sn 2 O 7 which are near the phase classical phase boundary as far as the present experimentally determined coupling constants are concerned. We shall also comment on the others briefly.
Yb 2 Ti 2 O 7 : The present calculations seems to suggest that Yb 2 Ti 2 O 7 is in a U (1) QSL phase proximate to a slay ferromagnet ( fig. 10) . However, Ref. 11 or 44, in the present case within parton mean field description, our calculations does not capture a fractionalised ferromagnetic phase where both fractionalised partons and ferromagnetic order coexist. In fig. 16 , we plot fig. 11 . Fig. 12(a) and 12(cw) shows gapless dispersive band structure due to the gaplss band structure of fig. 11 (a) and 11(c). Fig. 12(b) shows a gapped excitations due to the gapped band structure of fig. 11(b) . For all figures J3 = −1.0; J4 = 0.0. the band structure for the self consistently derived meanfield solution with the coupling constants estimated from Ref. 24 and 25 respectively. It is clear that for both the cases, the resultant time reversal invariant U (1) QSL has a gapped band structure for the fermionic partons and the band structure has a non-trivial Z 2 topological invariant. We note that such a fractionalized topological insulators or the so-called (E f T M f ) θ was also suggested for Yb 2 Ti 2 O 7 in Ref. 12 . The relevance of this novel symmetry enriched topological phase, however, is not clear. Attempts to understand the resultant gapless surface states through thermal conductivity 21 is subtle as the bulk too contains the gapless emergent photons. The corresponding dynamic structure factor is plotted in fig. 17 with sizable spectral weight somewhat similar to that in experiments 24 at zero magnetic field.
Er 2 Sn 2 O 7 : Classical calculations places Er 2 Sn 2 O 7 : near the phase boundary between the Palmer-Chalker state and the XY antiferromagnet. Our calculations reveal an interesting possibility of it being in a fractionalised Palmer-Chalker magnetic phase (10) . As reviewed in the introduction, experiments see Palmer-Chalker type magnetic order below 108 mK 36,37 with a sizable quasielastic contribution in the to the low energy spectral weight just below the ordering temperature. Indeed such diffuse features can indeed arise from fractionalised partons which, according to the present calculations can coexist with the Palmer-Chalker state. In fig. 18(a) , we plot the parton band structure in the fractionalised Palmer-Chalker state (PC*) which is obtained within our self-consistent calculations for experimentally evaluated exchange couplings. The corresponding structure factor is plotted in fig. 18 (b) which shows flat band of diffused scattering similar to the broadened spectral weight seen in experiments.
37
In addition to the above two, the neutron scattering data on powder of Er 2 Pt 2 O 7 also suggest strong suppression of ordering temperature to Palmer-Chalker state along with broad and anomalous diffused excitations at finite energies.
38 Present estimation of the exchange couplings also puts in in a regime where competition between the uniform U (1) QSL and the Plamer-Chalker state is relevant (see fig. 10 ).
VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this work we have explored the unconventional magnetism in rare-earth pyrochlores starting with a uniform time reversal invariant U(1) QSL and exploring its instabilities to magnetically ordered phases within a selfconsistent fermionic parton mean field theory. Our calculation suggests that in the uniform QSL, the fermionic parton band-structure can be gapped or gapless. In the former case the parton band-structure has a non-zero Z 2 topological invariant. This gapped phase is thus same as the time-reversal symmetry enriched U(1) QSL proposed in Ref. 12-the so called (E f T M f ) θ phase in their nomenclature. Such a phase has gapless surface states (that can lead to finite contribution to thermal conductivity at low temperatures) in addition to gapless photons in the bulk.
Our studies regarding the magnetic instabilities of the above QSL to the q = 0 magnetic states obtained in the classical limit reveals a very rich phase diagram ( fig. 10 ). Near the classical phase boundary between the magnetically ordered phases, the uniform U (1) QSL becomes competitive and can open up regions of QSL as well as fractionalised magnetically ordered phases. The low energy diffused neutron scattering in materials such as Yb 2 Ti 2 O 7 , Er 2 Sn 2 O 7 and Er 2 Pt 2 O 7 at zero/low magnetic field can arise due to proximity of the material to the phase boundary between magnetically ordered phase and the uniform U(1) QSL or due to fractionalised magnetically ordered phases. In addition to competing magnetic orders, the quantum spin-ice, the coulomb ferromagnet and the coexisting FM with monopole flux state has been proposed as an alternate starting point to understand the magnetic behaviour of Yb 2 Ti 2 O 7 . Our studies adds to this understanding by providing a different QSL as the starting FIG. 18. Fermionic parton band structure(a) and dynamical structure factor for Er2Sn2O7 (parameters given in Table  IV ). The independent mean field parameters are obtained by minimisingẼMF in eqn. (25) and by setting the chemical potential self consistently satisfying the constraint in eqn. (26) . Our self consistant mean field solution shows coexistance of magnetic order and U(1) QSL, with a finite excitation gap in the parton band structure. The dotted line in the band structure 18(a) denotes the chemical potential.
point. Future numerical calculations such as variational Monte-Carlo methods may be able to identify which of these proposals is best suited to capture the relevant physics.
The rare-earth cubic pyrochlores belong to the space group Fd3m. 65 The local spin moments of the rare earth R 3+ sit on the vertices of a network of corner sharing tetrahedron. There are two types of tetrahedron as shown in Fig. 1 denoted as the up and down tetrahedron respectively. By choosing an up tetrahedron (without loss of generality) as the origin of the underlying Bravais lattice, one can describe the pyrochlore network as a FCC lattice with 4-site unit cell forming the four sublattices as shown in fig. 1 . The basis vectors describing the lattice are:
the four-point basis is then given by
Spins in local and global coordinates
Interplay of strong intra-orbital coulomb interactions, spin-orbit coupling and the local crystal field provides a natural direction for the spin quantization axis which is different at different sub-lattice sites. 65 With this local quantization direction, the spin at sub-lattice site i is given by We can transform the spin components in local basis to global basis by the following rotation matrices
where i (= 1, 2, 3, 4) are the sublattice-site indices and {α, β} ∈ x, y, z. The transformation matrices (R 
Details of the Hamiltonian (eqn. 1) in global basis
Following Refs. 13, 25, and 67 the coupling matrices for various bonds are given by (see fig. 1 for numbering of the bonds): denotes the symmetry between the up pointing and down pointing tetrahedron under inversion. The transformation of the spin operators under thees symmetries can be worked out 95 which forms the basis for understanding the transformation of the partons and hence the mean-field decoupling channelsχ ij andĒ α ij .
Symmetry transformation of the parton bilinears
The transformations of the parton singlet and triplet operators under the above symmetry transformations give (in the local basis) 
To obtain eqn. (24), we need to add the magnetic decoupling channels to the pure QSL in eqn. (13 In order to search for the mean-field ground state by minimizing E M F (say eqn. (14)) we first scan the parametricĒ x −Ē z plane for bounded mean-field solutions. The condition for a bounded minimum in E M F is given in 
For a particular point in the phase space(given by {J 1 , J 2 , J 3 , J4} or {J zz , J ± , J ±± , J z± }) if the conditions in TABLE VI suggests that a bounded mean field minimum of E M F is located inĒ x −Ē z plane, we search for the minimum by an adaptive grid search method, where we first split the 2-dimensional parametric search space in an uniform grid and locate all the minima; followed by which we search in a small window in the parametric space around each of the minimum (obtained in the first step) with a finer grid. If the conditions in TABLE VI suggests a bounded mean field solution is located along a lineĒ x (Ē z ), we first identify the the unstable direction in phase space by noting that one of the eigenvalues of Q is ≤ 0. We set the corresponding eigenvector of Q to zero to find the bounded direction in phase space and then we apply the same adaptive grid search along that direction. At each step of the grid search we set the chemical potential µ by solving eqn. (15) using standard bi-section method.
